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Where

How

About This Resource

Who
This resource is designed for two people. As individuals are 
learning the activity the first several times try it with a neuro-
typical peer or adult. This activity can be used at any age, and 
players must have at least single-word verbal abilities. 

About

Tips

Skills: 
reciprocity (turn taking), conversation, 
joint attention (staying on topic) 

Aquarium
Memories

This resource is designed to support reciprocal (back and forth) 
conversation after a visit to the aquarium. The visuals help indi-
viduals recognize whose turn it is to talk and also to take turns. 
The structure of the activity allows individuals with anxiety 
around open-ended conversations know when the 
interaction will be finished.

Use this resource after a visit to the aquarium.

• Have photos from the aquarium visit ready to look at to help 
prompt ideas for the conversation
• For individuals just learning the activity, do not require full sen-
tences as responses - focus on the back and forth rather than the 
semantics
• Have the individual complete the sheet with several different 
people. This activity is all about connections! 

Begin by writing the players’ names in the “Player 1” and “Player 
2” boxes. Player one starts by sharing their answer that 
corresponds to the first visual and writes their answer within the 
solid lined box. Player 2 then responds with their answer in the 
dotted box. The conversation continues until all the boxes are 
filled with answers. 
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question I 
had

strangest 
animal

aquarium
job

most 
boring

want to do 
next visit

meal or
snack

animal for
a pet

Player 1 Player 2

Take turns talking about our trip to the aquarium.
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smallest
animal

funniest
moment

best 
memory

favorite
animal

cutest
animal

dangerous
animal

biggest 
animal

Player 1 Player 2

Take turns talking about our trip to the aquarium.


